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Your Team Today Includes: 

Executive Lead

Program Lead*

Fiscal Lead

Quality Lead*
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Medicaid Academy Schedule
Topic Date Tools

Orientation and Provider Enrollment 10/25/22 Provider Enrollment Guide

Provider Enrollment Q&A 10/27/22
Services Participant Enrollment 11/1/22 Participant Eligibility Tracker

Services Participant Enrollment Q&A 11/3/22

Staffing and Budgeting 11/8/22 Services Budget Tool, Time Study Materials

Staffing and Budgeting Q&A 11/10/22

Policies and Procedures 11/15/22 Sample Policies and Procedures

Policies and Procedures Q&A 11/17/22

Documentation and Billing 11/29/22 Billing Guide

Documentation and Billing Q&A 12/1/22

Quality Assurance 12/6/22
Quality Assurance Q&A 12/8/22

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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Purpose of Medicaid Academy Learning Sessions
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Each session will include: 

Helpful tips and tools 
provided by the TA team

Opportunities for sharing 
experiences across agencies Coaching for your agency

DHS provides the “WHAT”/ Policy Requirements

The TA Team helps with “HOW” so you can 
develop a plan for your agency

1915(i) Website
North Dakota's 1915(i) Medicaid State Plan Amendment  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Marcella Our time together over the next six weeks will focus on the administrative aspects of delivering and being paid for  HSS in DC. If HSS is your agency’s first Medicaid service, then there is commonly a learning curve around how to administratively mange these services.  If your agency is considering becoming an HSS provider agency, if you are just starting to deliver and bill for services, or if have been doing this for a while, but just think you don’t quite get something about the process, this training is for you. The process can seem complicated, but our goal here is to break it down. Explain the what, the why and the how your agency can deliver HSS services and have a fiscally sustainably funding stream for the quality services you offer.  We will have office hours every Thursday after a session, so if questions come to you after sessions, or you just want to think a little more before you ask, come to Thursday’s sessions from 1-3 pm Every Thursday. If you want to ask now, we will watch the chat and take time for questions. With Medicaid work, its important to understand enough about the system to know the right people to ask questions of. Some questions are state questions, some questions are Amerigroup decisions and some are even federal decisions.  Throughout this process, we will frame our work as helping you understand what part of the system, your question is raising and how to get that question effectively answered.Sessions will also have tools, that you can download and adapt for your agency as part of the training.  More on that shortly. For now, I want to introduce you to the CSH training team, who is supporting these efforts. Thank you for applying, rearranging your schedules to accommodate for our rigorous schedule and for  your patience as we worked to make this Academy as relevant and interactive as possible. Our goal is to ensure your success so we appreciate all your feedback, suggestion, and even sharing frustrations, because will help us back support This training is designed for potential and current FCS providers for whom FCS will be your first Medicaid service.  -  The state (and CSH) offers a wide variety of training and supports for best practice in care delivery.  THIS training is mainly administratively focused. We will have a web site with trainings and recordings and tools that you share with your broader team and other agencies as well.  Be sure to get the quality supports for your staff and teams.  But know our focus here is to ‘de mystify’ many of the Medicaid related processes, so that your agency has a fiscally sustainable path for supportive housing and employment services. 

https://www.hhs.nd.gov/1915i
https://www.hhs.nd.gov/sites/www/files/documents/1915i/ND%201915(i)%20Application.pdf


What is impacted at the agency-level when 
becoming a Medicaid provider?

• Programmatic
• Service provision
• Staffing & Training

• Strategic 
• Business partnerships
• Strategic long-term 

planning 

• Analytical
• Data management
• Quality Assurance

• Logistic
• Financial operations
• Legal agreements
• HR considerations

© All rights reserved. No utilization or reproduction of this material is allowed without the written permission of CSH

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These practice changes impact multiple departments within a provider agency, and represent a significant cultural shift in moving toward a medical model of documenting services. As agencies work on some of these practice changes, we strongly encourage that an agency team work together on this- making sure that the team be comprised of  tenant representatives, program staff, senior leadership (those overseeing strategy), quality assurance staff, finance and HR staff.  You will need to communicate and prepare each of these groups for these changes. The questions that arise during the process of becoming a Medicaid provider can’t be answered by any of these departments alone and the practice changes made need to be supported by field staff and direct program staff all the way up to the Board of Directors.



Shared Tools and Materials

Medicaid Academy Materials
• 1915(i) Trainings | Health and Human Services North 

Dakota
• Web site will include:

• Recordings of these trainings
• Slide Decks

Tools for Today
• QI plan examples and templates

Presenter Notes
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Key Takeaways

Understand the 
difference between 

Quality and 
Compliance

Understand the 
elements of  

effective quality 
improvement 

planning

Understand needed 
development of 

Quality Standards

Identify and measure 
outcomes 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MarcellaI would add in key takeaways here; I’m not clear on what they are/how you’d like them framed 



Group Activity:
Share how your 
agency ensures 
quality services.



Quality Activities

Compliance Quality

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MarcellaAgencies generally have quality management plan but confuse compliance with quality. Compliance is not quality, you can be "compliant" but not have a great service (s)Needs to split within P & P
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North Dakota DHHS Commitment to Quality
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ND 1915(i) Medicaid State Plan Amendment- Quality Improvement Strategy starts on page 139 

1915(i) Quality Improvement Strategy: 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MarcellaThe state Medicaid agency will regularly survey recipients, stakeholders, providers and organizations regarding the quality, design, and implementation of the services. A team of program and policy staff from the State Medicaid Agency will review and analyze collected survey, performance measure, and remediation data. This team will make recommendations for systems and program improvement strategies. Problems or concerns requiring intervention beyond existing remediation processes will be targeted for new/improved policy and/or procedure development, testing, and implementation. Annually, the State Medicaid Agency will review provider enrollment data to ensure compliance with the requirements at both the Group and Individual Service Provider levels, paid billing claims and Plans of Care will be reviewed to ensure compliance with the requirements outlined in the State Plan Amendment. 

https://www.hhs.nd.gov/sites/www/files/documents/1915i/ND%201915(i)%20Application.pdf


Quality Assurance 
●Plan of Care is updated annually and reflects client choice
●Eligibility Requirements:

● an evaluation for 1915(i) eligibility is provided to all applicants for whom there is 
reasonable indication that 1915(i) services may be needed in the future;

● the processes and instruments described in the approved state plan for determining 
1915(i) eligibility are applied appropriately; 

● the 1915(i) eligibility of enrolled individuals is reevaluated at least annually
●Providers meet required qualifications
● Individuals reside in settings meeting the HCBS Final Rule requirements
●The State retains oversight role and responsibility
●The State maintains financial accountability
●The State identifies, addresses and seeks to prevent abuse and neglect

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Marcella
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Commitment to Quality: An Ongoing Process
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Outcomes – Client Satisfaction

Outcome: 
Participant 
Satisfaction

Percent of clients 
satisfied with services

Percent of clients 
reporting a high quality 

of life

Percent of clients
satisfied with their 

services provider and 
services in one year or 

more



Questions to Ask:

• Audits
• Who? 
• When?

• Any other standards beyond those listed 
on the previous slide?

• If other standards will be developed? 
How? With what stakeholder 
engagement? 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ambrosia
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Quality Improvement and Compliance
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Quality Improvement Overview

WHY

Required

Improves 
quality of 
programs

Provides 
essential 

program & 
agency 

information  
and data

Helps 
with 

grants & 
funding

Improves 
outcomes

Improves 
policy & 

procedure

Keeps agency in 
compliance 

with all 
standards, rules 
& requirements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AmbrosiaThis is an overview of why QI is important – and it isn't just about funding requirements.It really does impact the quality of your programming and the services provided to residents/clients.It does that by analyzing different aspects of your program – from beginning to endProvides a framework and structure to do the analysis and evaluations – which we’ll talk about hereA quality improvement program can also keep programs moving forward in an ongoing manner.  As we’ve discussed, it isn’t just about setting up the program, but keeping it going.



Growing Your Quality Improvement Program

DOCUMENTATION FILE REVIEWS PREPARING FOR 
AUDITS

CONTINUOUS QUALITY 
IMPROVEMENT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ambrosia



Quality Improvement Plan
Reviews
• Client File
• Billing
• Medicaid Compliance
• Targeted

Program Outcome 
Measures and Funder 

Requirements
Staff Training Plan 

Client Satisfaction 
Surveys
• Focus Reviews

Program and Services 
Overview

Program and QI staff 
Responsibilities

Policy and procedure 
review

Quality Improvement Plan outline

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AmbrosiaThese are some common sections of a QI plan.Program and Services Overview – brief description of each program and the services involved. It could include the goals and objectives of each program and maybe bullet point the services. Doesn’t’ have to be in detail.  Like we discussed in developing policies – you want them broad enough so you don’t have to revise them each time you add or take away something.Program Staff Resp. – here you can outline the job responsibilities for each staff position – not each staff person.  Again, in a broad description. You especially want to point out what their responsibilities are as they relate to the QI process.  As we go through the next few slides, that will become clearer.  Reviews – review each of the reviews, highlighting the goals of each one and how they differ.Program outcomes – it’s important to talk with your program staff about the outcomes they want to measure and HOW they’re going to measure them.  Cheryl is going to talk about program outcome measurement later.  There’s some up front work that is very helpful when discussing outcomes – especially related to the “why” you are measuring something, for example what you hope to learn; the “what” you will be measuring, for example what data will you be collecting, will you be comparing it to baseline information or something else; the “how” you’re going to measure it, for example, from whom, how often and what tools will you use and how will you analyze and evaluate the data after it’s collected; the “when” you will be measuring, for example, what timeline will you be using; every 6 months, year, quarterly, etc.  And finally the follow-up – what will you do with the information after its collected and analyzed.  Staff training – we’ve addressed this in previous webinars, but as a reminder, it’s impt to have a plan for training that is organized and a person that will be the gatekeeper to alert program managers of what training is due when and by whom and keep track of when training is completed.Surveys – we’ll be getting into that in more detail in a bit.  Impt to note here that the plan should include the types of surveys you plan to have for that year, who will conduct the surveys, who they will be conducted and the plan for analyzing and disseminating the results. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RsTMTVzJUmBBqfo2RQcKrqIOnSQbJG-L/edit#heading=h.gjdgxs


Ensuring Quality
Staffing and 
Supervision 

Considerations

• Expertise & Skill Level
• Caseload Size
• Supervision
• Training

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AmbrosiaWhat is staff degree?  Experience? Skill? Expertise and skill level don’t just mean clinical skills and interaction with clients, also means documentation skills.  There could be a big learning curve.Licensure – currently QMHP can still bill for CPST.  At VOAGO we changed job descriptions to better fit the CPST responsibilities.  Staff left, director leftCaseload size – remember there is a lot more demand for paperwork & training so need to make sure that caseload sizes are appropriate. Supervisors – me AND we hired an additional position - LSW.  Director wasn’t licensed –  but had A LOT of case management experience.  The new position was the clinical supervisor – a bit tricky but they worked it out.  New LSW did assessments – goal was for her to work with the kids but initially she did all the adult assessments.Depending on the level and experience of staff, that determined the amount of training they needed.  Two types of training:  clinical to meet compliance, and the intricacies of Medicaid billing and documentation.  I mentioned a bit ago about all  the time I spent reviewing notes, I also spent a lot of time training staff on proper documentation.  Also, sent them out. 



Gathering and Incorporating Stakeholder Input

Maintaining an 
anonymous voice 

mailbox for 
comments

Hosting Community 
Meetings or Open 

Houses

Sending Regular 
Satisfaction Surveys

Including contact 
information for Client 
Rights Officer or other 
neutral party in client 

newsletter

Running Focus 
Groups

Using Suggestion 
Boxes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AmbrosiaFacilitator solicits: Who is a stakeholder??Possible Answers:Tenants, Tenants’ family members, Staff, Board Members, Neighbors, Funders, Local Police, etc.Today we’re going to focus on tenants as stakeholders. Anyone with an interest or “stake”  in the supportive housing, or who is somehow impacted by the supportive housing, is a stakeholder.Facilitator reviews indicators (below) regarding Tenant Satisfaction SurveysFacilitator solicits other ideas for obtaining tenant input and then for obtaining other stakeholders’ input.Indicators of Quality:A Tenant Satisfaction Survey that addresses tenants’ experience of both property management operations and of supportive services delivery is administered with current tenants at least annually, and with all tenants who are moving out. The Tenant Satisfaction Survey is provided in tenants’ language of origin, is written at an appropriate literacy level, and a neutral party is available to assist individuals with low literacy skills to complete the survey.Summary reports based upon the data gathered from stakeholders are shared with all individuals who contributed data or input.



CSH Has An Example Of A Tenant Survey That 
Can Be Revised To Reflect Other Services:

Editable word doc; 
available in English and 

Spanish 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MarcellaIF you are doing tenant support work



What Do You Do with All the Input?

• Review and revise policies and procedures
• Discuss at QI Committee to identify action 

steps
• Create new social, advocacy or training 

opportunities
• Offer opportunities for individuals to share 

their ideas with decision makers
• Other??
• Whatever you do – make it known

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AmbrosiaElicit: What are some ways that staff can use client input to make meaningful changes/improvements.Important to let individuals know the outcome and the reason for it, whether the decision is Yes, No, or Maybe. Make the decisions as transparent and public as possible�EXAMPLES:Yes, we can have a movie night and we are going to next month.No, we aren’t going to install a soda machine, because many of our tenants have diabetes and we want to support them in managing their  health.How do you share the results of tenant input?Time permitting, discuss: Do tenant input opportunities result in meaningful changes within the involved organizations?



Quality Improvement Strategies
Assign or designate a staff person

All levels of staff are part of the ongoing process

Schedule a calendar of meetings

Schedule a calendar of client chart reviews

Process and timelines for reviewing policies and procedures

Plan for communication of program outcomes, chart review results, 
programmatic changes, and changes in requirements

Plan for ongoing compliance

Close the loop

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MarcellaAll the strategies outlined here are designed to keep the process moving forward, maintain compliance, and be as effective as possible.Without a designated staff person, things may be too unorganized and important things could get missed. It is an investment but worth it.  Highlight:All levels of staff must be part of the ongoing process – lay out a process between all staff - for communication and responsibilities going up and going downClient chart reviews – peer and random billing comparisonsReviewing policies – needs to be on the board calendar and executive committee, if they review any policies – maybe more proceduresProgram goals and outcomes – what did you measure and what was the result.  What is the plan for follow up and closing the loopClient satisfaction surveys – conducted and reviewed – make changes?Discuss closing the loop



Closing 
the 

Loop

PLAN

DOCHECK

ACT

Continuous 
Quality 

Improvement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MarcellaPLAN – planning doesn’t just happen.  It is a strategy use to identify a problem; gaps in your programs, or aspects of your services you want to focus on changing or revising. Important to gather data and information and analyze it so you know as much about the situation as possible. Have the right people at the table to make the plan.  Also, I can’t emphasize the gathering of data enough. To be able to identify the issues, gaps, set priorities and develop an action plan you must have data and information and good data.  And it needs to be realistic –I didn’t say easy, I said realistic.  It can be a stretch. Questions to ask: What gaps do we see in our services OR What issues do we want to focus onWhere and how am I getting my datawhat do we want to accomplish?What changes can we make that will result in improvement?Who will be responsible for following through the whole processesDO – now we move to the activities once you’ve planned out your strategy.  Select the solution you feel would best fit the problem.  It is a good idea sometimes to implement a pilot at this point instead of moving full force into a specific implementation change.  Be sure that there is some way of ensuring the activities or solution that was decided upon is followed through, maybe a committee or certain people.  Must collect data and implement simultaneously. Questions to ask:What service or intervention would best solve this problemWhat are the resources neededShould we start with a pilotCHECK -  now you measure the effectiveness of the strategy.  Check data on an ongoing basis, don’t wait until the end. Analyze and evaluate the data, what is it telling you?  Questions to ask:Is my data good?  How did we get it/where did it come from?  Notice in the planning stage you asked, how will I get my data, now you’re asking where it actually came from.Is the intervention/project/strategy producing the results we thought it wouldWhat isn’t working or producing the results we expectedACT  - what changes would you make based on the checking you did – the analysis of the data.  And implement those changes. That is the closing of the loop. Put into practice what was learned throughout the entire process.  We design, redesign, train, re-train, communicate – and it goes on. Questions to ask:What changes/revisions do we want to make based on the information we have- changes can be in the program areas, processes, data collection methods, data collection tools, staffing, etc.How do we fully implement it throughout the program and staffHow do we ensure its fidelity How will we continue to track the outcomes/results – collect dataWill the same person/team serve as the lead



Reminder: 
Quality 

Assurance 
and 

Compliance 
Are 

Continual 

Written Policies, 
Standards & Agency 

Procedures

Staff Training 
& 

Supervision

Internal & 
External 
Audits

Corrective 
Action 

Planning & 
Enforcement

Learning & 
Improving

Continuous 
Quality 

Improvement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Talk through the following:Policies and procedures reviewRequired staff trainingSupervision notesNew requirements/rulesClient chart reviewClient satisfaction surveysAudits and recertificationsLet me first say, that quality improvement processes can be an entire separate training.  I’m not going to go into this slide in depth but the important point is that you put processes into place to remain compliant.  And here are some items to help with that. It doesn’t end after you get your contract.Policies usually need to be reviewed annually, may need to be updated as standards may changeMedicaid requires staff to have specific trainingClient chart review – peer and compare billing units
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Outcomes Planning



Simple Outcome Measurement Plan

Outcome 
Measures Calculation Goal Data 

Source

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerriEach outcome has four parts when you are measuring them.  We can refer to the plan-do-check-act here.  Identify your issue through the planning phase, the calculation is how your going to measure it, on other words how will you be collecting the data. What is your goal that you want to accomplish at the end.  And what will be your data source – where will you get the data you want in your calculation.  The more you invest in the beginning in the how, why, what, and check periodically – the better. Data needs to be reliable over time! Can’t be anecdotal. Sometimes things feel differently than they are in reality.Let’s walk through one outcome.



Outcome Measurement Plan
CORE OUTCOMES MEASURES

Outcome Measure Calculation Goal Data Source
Successful Outcomes:
The percentage of service participants  
who remain in the community 
without need of hospitalization for 
one year. 

The percentage of service recipients 
who meet their community related 
goals around recovery, housing, 
employment or education. 

The total number of 
participants who remain in the 
community without
hospitalization divided by the 
total number of service 
participants for the time 
period. 

At least 80% Agency data systems 
and/or service 
participant files.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerriOutcome measure:Successful Housing Outcomes:�The percentage of tenants entering the housing who either remained housed for at least one year within the supportive housing or who exited to other permanent housing in the community.CalculationThe total number of tenants who remained stably housed over a one year period divided by the total number of tenants who were in housing at the beginning of the one year period.GoalAt least 80%Data SourceHMIS/APR data, property management records, and/or tenant files. You can develop your own spreadsheet or other means of measurement as long as its reliable and easy to use.�



Outcome Measurement Plan
Outcomes Measurement Plan: Results

Team Name:
Start Date:

End Date

Outcome Measure Goal Date Result* Date Result Date Result Date Result*

Successful 
Housing 

Outcomes
At least 80%

Increase in 
Income At least 40%

Tenant 
Satisfaction with 

Housing
At least 80%

Annual Turnover 
Rate

Averages less 
than 20%

CORE OUTCOMES MEASURES

ADDITIONAL OUTCOMES MEASURES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerriHere’s an example



Example Quality Improvement Plan 
Project Name: Quality Improvement Action Plan

Plan Do Check Act

Priority
Issues To Be Addressed Quality Improvement Strategy Planned Outcome Responsibility Timing Review Timing Continue, End, or 

Revise Plans

(Based Upon Indicators) (Action Steps) (Expected Change) (Persons/Orgs) (Progress & Outcomes) (Based on Review)

CSH Quality Improvement Tool

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerriWho is collecting the data?In what form is the data kept?How frequently are you collecting it?How confident are you in the data quality?if you don’t decide on the data collection method, process and timelines that you will be scrambling at the last minute to get your information – and even worse, it may not be accurate or comprehensive.Here are some other possibilitiesOutcome measure: Live skills training -  The percentage of tenants that improve their life skills such as housekeeping, budgeting, or financial management skills during the fiscal year. Calculation: The number of tenants who improve their life skills, such as housekeeping, budgeting or financial management skills during the fiscal year, divided by the total number of tenants who take the training. Goal: 20%Data: data collected by Tenant Services, maintenance, or through the service plan

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FyZPwmwKDdr1j2nMt3bzL3Om1k9Z_4as/edit#gid=602565526


What needs to be 
added?  Revised? 

What revisions to your agency’s Quality 
Process are needed for new services?

What is added to the work plan? 

Break Out Room Question

15 minutes in 
your agency 

groups

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Terri



Up Next: 

• Thursday, December 8th

• 10-11 am CT

Q&A on Ensuring 
Quality Services

• Process to access this 
TBD

Individual TA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AMBROSIA



THANK YOU
Please join us again for one of our many course offerings. 
Visit www.csh.or/training 
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